
 

Ref No. AIACE/CENTRAL/2023 / 105                      Dated    29.11.2023 

To 

CMD, CCL, 

Darbhanga House, 

Ranchi (Jharkhand). 

 

Sub: Action against one Sri Lalan Singh  for gross misbehaviour and for threatening  Ms Itishree Muduli, AM(Personnel) , NK 

Area at her workplace 

Dear Sir, 

AIACE wants to draw your kind attention to the recent case of misbehaviour and threats to  Ms Itishree Muduli, 

AM(Personnel), NK Area at her workplace, during office hours by one Sri Lalan Singh, Union Representative of Rashtriya Koyla 

Mazdoor Union on 23rd November, 2023. 

Subsequently, a FIR has been filed with the local Police and the matter was brought into knowledge of GM, NK Area and other 

higher officials of CCL. 

All the relevant documents, related to this case are enclosed  which are self-explanatory. 

It is almost one week after this indecent incidence, nothing seems to have been initiated by CCL Management.  The victim Ms 

Itishree is very much scared  and has gone on leave requesting her transfer from that place and the culprit is roaming scot-

free in the area.  

It seems, CCL has given undue protection to hooligans and anti-social elements for reasons best known to them. Some of the 

executives of the area are involved in patching up of the case and may pressurise Ms Muduli to compromise with the assailants 

sacrficing her pride and prestige.  

All India Association of Coal Executives (AIACE) vehemently condemn such incident with an executive of CCL. It also wants to 

remind the case of a very bright and bold lady executive, Ms Tanushree Hela, AM(P), CCL who had to commit suicide some 

years back  because she was undergoing similar trauma and did not get support from managment.  

If the management is unable to provide a disciplined working atmosphere to its executives and that too to a young lady 

executive, who is living alone in the remote place, AIACE will be forced to start agitation as executives are very much tensed 

and agitated over the incident.  

It is therefore, requested to initiate action against the culprit and create an atmosphere where executives can work freely 

without any fear and threat.  

It is further requested to transfer Ms Itishree to either CIL Hq, or MCL for her safety, security and well-being. 

Thanking You, 

 

(P. K. SINGH RATHOR) 
Principal General Secretary 
 
Encl: As above  
 

1. Hon’ble Minister of Coal, GOI, New Delhi 
2. Secretary, (Coal), GOI, New Delhi 
3. Chairman, CIL, Kolkata 
 
Encl: Relevant supporting documents as stated above. 
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